
Headquartered in Orlando, Florida, 
Teph Seal is a leader in providing 
franchised vehicle preparation and 
detailing services to new and used 
auto dealerships. The company 
operates over 400 locations 
throughout the U.S. and relies on 
Microsoft Dynamics GP for its ERP. 
Recognizing the need for more power 

from their FRx financial report writer, 
Teph Seal worked with Innovative 
Cloud Solutions and identified FYIsoft® 
as the ideal replacement. It previously 
took hours to send individual financial 
statements to 400+ store locations. 
With FYIsoft’s powerful ReportFYI®, 
this process can now be completed 
with just one click. 
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Teph Seal Saves Hours Every Month
with FYIsoft's Financial Reporting



Customer Challenges
Teph Seal’s report distribution process previously 
required emailing individual P&L statements to 
each store manager in 400+ locations. This was a 
highly manual process that consumed two hours 
of staff time every time reports were distributed 
– a process that was typically repeated at least 
three times throughout the month. 

Teph Seal also recognized the need to minimize 
disruption during the migration to a new system. 
All those reports and rollup structures had been 
created with FRx. The new solution needed to not 
only migrate financial data, but also the built-in 
reporting structures (“organizational trees”) to 
avoid the time-consuming task of recreating. 

FYIsoft, Teph Seal, 
and Microsoft Dynamics GP

Partner Solution
ReportFYI automates the ability to get mass 
volumes of financial reports to a varied group of 
individuals quickly, securely, and accurately. Once 
implemented, Teph Seal can now distribute all 
reports to its hundreds of store locations with 
just one click. 

The migration from FRx was also a success. 
Because FYIsoft’s structure is similar to FRx with 
familiar components of rows, columns, and 
organizational trees, the report conversion is fast 
and accurate. Teph Seal was able to migrate 
dozens of reports and their “organizational tree” 
reporting structures very quickly.

TIME SAVINGS
It previously took two hours to 
distribute P&L statements to 
400+ stores, a process that was 
done at least three times every 
month. Now that this can be 
done with just one click, Teph
Seal saves at least six hours 
every month.

Customer Benefits
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GREATER ACCURACY
The previous manual process of 
emailing reports also exposes a 
company to the risk of sharing 
confidential financial data with 
the wrong people. FYIsoft’s
one-click distribution ensures 
that users receive only their 
authorized reports.

EASIER MONTHLY CLOSE
P&L statements are shared 
multiple times throughout the 
month to allow ample time for 
review and adjustments prior to 
the month-end close. The one-
click distribution greatly 
simplifies this process. 

“Once ReportFYI was implemented, we can now distribute all reports to all stores with just one click, which 
is a huge time saver especially during month-end close. I highly recommend FYIsoft’s ReportFYI as a 
financial repor ng solu on for Microso  Dynamics.”   - Brook Artz, Controller, Teph Seal


